April 17, 2012

**CBP UAS Operations**

**National Air Security Operations**

**NASOC - Grand Forks**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Sorties: 1</th>
<th>Flight/Float Hours</th>
<th>Remarks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In Support Of: Border Patrol

Total Sorties: 1

Received Hand-off: N/A

Transferred Hand-off: N/A

Total Flight Hours: 0.0

Total Federated Hours: 0.0

NASOC-GF flew CBP104 in support of Border Patrol and collected SAR imagery on nine OPORD targets.

CBP104 provided aerial reconnaissance and change detection analysis of a suspected area of cross border activity.

Training was accomplished for two MCE students, two sensor operator students and two SAR (synthetic aperture radar) students.

Next flight is scheduled for NASOC - Cocoa Beach.

**NASOC - Cocoa Beach**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Sorties: 1</th>
<th>Flight/Float Hours</th>
<th>Remarks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In Support Of: Border Patrol

Total Sorties: 2

Scheduled Sorties: 2

Sorted Flown: 1

SV Flight Time: 0.0

DM Flight Time: 0.0

NASOC - Sierra Vista

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Sorties: 1</th>
<th>Flight/Float Hours</th>
<th>Remarks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In Support Of: JFC-AZ/Federal Aviation Administration (FAA)

Scheduled Sorties: 2

Sorted Flown: 1

SV Flight Time: 0.0

DM Flight Time: 0.0
Mission: FHU(6) AZ1 CBP216 ***FEDERATED OPERATION***

CBP216 was scheduled for SV-DM operational support to the JFC. CBP216 also scheduled to participate in CBP/FAA VO and acoustic signature testing. Mission Coordination was conducted from the Predator Operations Center (POC) located at the Joint Field Command (JFC).

DM conducted an early handover back to SV due to backup systems worked accordingly. A decision was made to handover to SV.

JFC Target Deck:

CBP216 collected 6 imagery and 5 SAR targets from the JFC target deck. For further information on collections, contact the JFC Collection Manager.

Other JFC Targets:

Tucson Sector (T7) request to investigate possible 6 armed persons identified as.

CBP/FAA VO Mission,

Test completed for day and night missions. Results pending. For further information contact.

Acoustic Signature Mission:

Test completed. Results pending. For further information contact.

Mission: FHU(6) AZ1 CBP119 ***CONSOLIDATED OPERATION***

CBP119 was scheduled for a Training Mission. Flight was canceled and consolidated into CBP216 mission to accommodate FAA VO and acoustic signature testing.

The next SV-DM Law-enforcement Ops Mission is.

Prepared by: Office of Air and Marine.
CBP UAS Operations
National Air Security Operations
National Air Security Operations Center - Cocoa Beach
Date: (B)(7)(E)

In Support Of: (B)(7)(E)
Sorties: 1 Flight/Float Hours (B)(7)(E)

Remarks:
(B)(7)(E) completed a scheduled radar patrol in the (B)(7)(E) Time on station was (B)(7)(E) during which no suspect targets were observed. (B)(7)(E) requested (B)(7)(E) film and send photos of a (B)(7)(E) sport fishing vessel anchored (B)(7)(E)

Prepared by: CBP Air and Marine (B)(6), (B)(7)(C)
April 20, 2012

CBP UAS Operations
National Air Security Operations
NASOC - Grand Forks

Date: (B)(7)(E)
In Support Of: CBP-Border Patrol
Sorties: 1 Flight/Float Hours (B)(7)(E)
NASOC-GF flew CBP108 for (B)(7)(E) and collected EO/IR imagery in support of the Border Patrol.

CBP108 provided aerial surveillance in support of the (B)(7)(E) in an (B)(7)(E) CBP108 was unable to stay on station due to (B)(7)(E)

NASOC-GF conducted MCE training for two students, Sensor Operator training for two students and SAR (synthetic aperture radar) training for two students.

Next flight is scheduled for: (B)(7)(E)

NASOC – Corpus Christi

Date: (B)(7)(E)
In Support Of: STC
Sorties: 1 Flight/Float Hours (B)(7)(E)
Conducted surveillance of all targets on target deck list. Provided support to STC forces to locate group of UDAs. Scanned (B)(7)(E) to and from operating area.

The next NASOC-CC UAS flight is scheduled for (B)(7)(E)

Prepared by: Office of Air and Marine (B)(6), (B)(7)(C)
April 21-23, 2012

CBP UAS Operations
National Air Security Operations
National Air Security Operations Center - Corpus Christi

Date (B)(7)(E)
In Support Of: South Texas Campaign (STC)
Sorties: 1 Flight/Float Hours (B)(7)(E)
Remarks:
Takeoff delayed due (B)(7)(E)
Scanned (B)(7)(E) enroute to (B)(7)(E)

Conducted surveillance of all targets on target deck list. No activity noted.

Found 2 rafts floating down river near (B)(7)(E) Rafts made their way paddling to (B)(7)(E) so suspect they departed from US side. Scanning up river from location of rafts, found 1 person with 1 raft on (B)(7)(E) Later found group at (B)(7)(E) POC directed 2 BP agents in to (B)(7)(E) for interception. Continuing scan of area, found multiple groups in area triangulated btw the (B)(7)(E)

The next NASOC-CC UAS flight to provide support for STC is scheduled for (B)(7)(E)

Date (B)(7)(E)
In Support of: STC OBP
Flight Hours (B)(7)(E)
NASOC Corpus Christi in support of STC.

Scanned (B)(7)(E) then along (B)(7)(E)

Prepared by: OAM, (B)(6), (B)(7)(C)
April 27, 2012

CBP UAS Operations
National Air Security Operations
National Air Security Operations Center - Grand Forks
Date: (B)(7)(E)
In Support Of: HSI (B)(7)(E) OAM (B)(7)(E)
Sorties: 3 Flight/Float Hours (B)(7)(E)
Remarks:
CBP 104 flew (B)(7)(E) collecting EO/IR full motion video and (B)(7)(E) SAR imagery for change detection analysis on three suspected marijuana grow sites and adjacent support camp in support of.

CBP 104 accomplished LRE PIC currency for one pilot and SO training for one student.

CBP 108 conducted a (B)(7)(E) the block 25 SAR.

Prepared by: OAM (B)(6), (B)(7)(C)
May 4, 2012

CBP UAS Operations
NASOC - Corpus Christi

Date:  in support of STC
Sorties: 1  Flight/Float Hours
Remarks:

Today's consolidated mission for NASOC-CC using CBP-213 was flown and within the in support of STC.

Conducted RSTA along no suspicious activity

Conducted search in area of looking for lanchas; approximately 30 to 50 lanchas in the vicinity.

Conducted RSTA in the in support of STC using target deck. Conducted RSTA on 6 targets on target deck. We were not able to complete the decks due to higher tasking in the vicinity of the

Tasked to proceed to OBP point of interest named at position for possible UDA/Contraband activity. Re-located to OBP position named at position. Detected three suspect rafts in the vicinity at position, a SUV type vehicle was standing by to load contraband. A SUV type vehicle picked them up at this position and proceeded west on a residence one street past at position BP vehicles directed in for take down at this location.

Proceeded back to location above and detected a raft crossing from. A SUV type vehicle was standing by to load contraband. UAS turned this target of interest over to an A-Star out of McAllen, TX. Ground agents directed UAS back to due to another vehicle loading possible contraband. We visually observed another raft come across the river and load to another SUV type vehicle. Of note: when we tracked the SUV out of.
the area we noted another vehicle inbound to the river to possibly pick up
another load. The SUV travelled the same route as the others and went west on
and then North on \((\text{B})(\text{7})(\text{E})\) to what appeared to be a residence at
position. \(\text{(B)(7)(E)}\) Directed a BP unit to the site; observed
numerous people flee the scene to the west as the takedown occurred.
OBP agents conducted a takedown of the vehicle we saw that I stated \textit{Of Note} in
paragraph above with positive results of contraband.

All takedowns above resulted in positive results. Final findings will be passed by
OBP to all units involved.

UAS released to proceed back to KNGP due to \(\text{(B)(7)(E)}\). Conducted search of
\(\text{(B)(7)(E)}\) no suspicious activity.
Search limited due to \(\text{(B)(7)(E)}\).

Next NASOC-CC, UAS LE mission is scheduled for \(\text{(B)(7)(E)}\).

Prepared by: CBP Office of Air and Marine \(\text{(B)(6), (B)(7)(C)}\)

\text{FOUO/LAW ENFORCEMENT SENSITIVE}
May 05-07, 2012

**CBP UAS Operations**

**National Air Security Operations**

**National Air Security Operations Center - Corpus Christi**

Date: [ blackout text ]

In Support Of: CBP-Border Patrol

Sorties: 1 Flight/Float Hours [ blackout text ]

Remarks:

Today's consolidated mission for NASOC-CC using CBP-159 was flown and within the in support of STC. Return early due to [ blackout text ]

Date: [ blackout text ]

In Support Of: CBP-Air and Marine, South Texas Campaign (STC)

Sorties: 1 Flight/Float Hours [ blackout text ]

Remarks:

Today's consolidated mission for NASOC-CC using CBP-159 was flown and within the in support of STC.

Conducted RSTA along south bound. No suspicious activity

Conducted search in area of looking for lanchas. Approximately 38 lanchas in the vicinity.

Conducted RSTA in the in support of STC using target deck. Conducted RSTA on 2 targets on the target deck. We were not able to complete the decks due [ blackout text ]

CBP 159 searched and relocated the at position Ship was a and was on our list of suspect vessels. No other suspicious activity noted.

CBP 159 was also tasked to fly over NAS Corpus Christi to provide video of the front gate.

Early return [ blackout text ]

Next NASOC-CC, UAS LE mission is scheduled for [ blackout text ]
Date: [REDACTED]  
In Support Of: CBP-Air and Marine  
Sorties: 1  Flight/Float Hours [REDACTED]  
Remarks:  
CBP159 conducted a UAS border surveillance flight of the [REDACTED] from NAS Corpus Christi.  
Today's consolidated mission for NASOC-CC using CBP-159 was flown over the [REDACTED] and within the [REDACTED] in support of [REDACTED]  
Conducted RSTA along the [REDACTED] target deck.  No suspicious activity.  
Conducted RSTA in support of [REDACTED] target deck.  Conducted RSTA on 8 targets on the [REDACTED] target deck.  We were asked to relocate to the [REDACTED] to assist Border Patrol in looking for a group of 20 UDAs.  
Communications were established with agents on the ground but OM 59 was unable to locate the suspect personnel.  CBP 159 searched the location for about [REDACTED] when a request to check another position along the river was received.  CBP 159 started to proceed to that area when the GCS experienced [REDACTED]  

NOTE: CC [REDACTED] [REDACTED]  
Next NASOC-CC, UAS LE mission is scheduled for [REDACTED]  

Prepared by: CBP Air and Marine [REDACTED]
May 8, 2012

CBP UAS Operations
National Air Security Operations
NASOC - Cocoa Beach
Date: (B)(7)(E)
In Support Of: (B)(7)(E)
Sorties: 0 Flight/Float Hours (D)(1)(E)
Remarks:
(B)(7)(E) was unable to complete a scheduled radar patrol in the (B)(7)(E)
due to (B)(7)(E). The next operational flight is scheduled for (B)(7)(E).
(B)(7)(E)

Next flight is scheduled for (B)(7)(E).

Prepared by: Office of Air and Marine (B)(6), (B)(7)(C)
May 9, 2012

CBP UAS Operations
National Air Security Operations
NASOC - Cocoa Beach

Date: (B)(7)(E)
In Support Of: (B)(7)(E)
Sorties: 0
Flight/Float Hours: (B)(7)(E)

Remarks:
Prior to taxi for takeoff on a scheduled radar patrol in the (B)(7)(E)
The next operational flight is (B)(7)(E)

Prepared by: Office of Air and Marine, (B)(6), (B)(7)(C)
May 10, 2012

CBP UAS Operations
National Air Security Operations Center - Cocoa Beach
Date: (B)(7)(E)
In Support Of: (B)(7)(E)
Remarks:
(B)(7)(E) was unable to complete a scheduled radar patrol in the (B)(7)(E) due to (B)(7)(E). The next operational flight is (B)(7)(E).

Prepared by: Office of Air and Marine (B)(6), (B)(7)(C)

-FOUO/LAW ENFORCEMENT SENSITIVE-
May 11, 2012

CBP UAS Operations
National Air Security Operations Center - Cocoa Beach
Date: (B)(7)(E)
In Support Of: (B)(7)(E)
Sorties: 0  Flight/Float Hours (B)(7)(E)
Remarks: CBP-113 was unable to complete a scheduled radar patrol in the (B)(7)(E) The next operational flight is (B)(7)(E)

National Air Security Operations Center - Grand Forks
Date: (B)(7)(E)
In Support Of: CBP - Border Patrol (B)(7)(E) CBP - Air and Marine
Sorties: 1  Flight/Float Hours (B)(7)(E)
Remarks: NASOC-GF flew CBP108 for (B)(7)(E) and collected (B)(7)(E) of SAR imagery on two OPORD targets in support of the Border Patrol.

NASOC-GF collected EO/IR full motion video and SAR imagery for change detection analysis on three suspected marijuana grow sites and adjacent support camps in support of (B)(7)(E).

NASOC-GF collected EO/IR full motion video and SAR imagery in support of the (B)(7)(E) involved in an ongoing (B)(7)(E)

MCE Instructor Pilot training was conducted for one AIA. Sensor Operator training was conducted for two students. LRE proficiency was conducted for two AIAAs and MCE proficiency was conducted for three AIAAs.

NASOC-GF conducted recurrent training for eight students.

Next flight is scheduled for (B)(7)(E)

Prepared by: Office of Air and Marine (B)(6), (B)(7)(C)
May 12-14, 2012

CBP UAS Operations
National Air Security Operations Center - Cocoa Beach
Date: (B)(7)(E)
In Support Of: (B)(7)(E)
Sorties: 1 Flight/Float Hours: (B)(7)(E)
Remarks: (B)(7)(E) completed a scheduled radar patrol in the No suspect vessel profiles were detected. Seven vessels were classified; none as suspect. The next operational flight is scheduled for (B)(7)(E).

National Air Security Operations Center - Grand Forks
Date: (B)(7)(E)
In Support Of: BP (B)(7)(E) TNG (B)(7)(E) (B)(7)(E)
Sorties: 1 Flight/Float Hours: (B)(7)(E)
Remarks: NASOC-GF flew CBP104 for (B)(7)(E) and collected (B)(7)(E) of SAR imagery on twelve OPORD targets in support of the Border Patrol.

NASOC-GF collected EO/IR full motion video and SAR imagery for change detection analysis on three suspected marijuana grow sites and adjacent support camps in support of (B)(7)(E).

MCE Instructor Pilot training was conducted for one AIA. Sensor Operator training was conducted for one student. LRE proficiency was conducted for two AIA's and MCE proficiency was conducted for three AIA's.

Prepared by: CBP Office of Air and Marine, (B)(6), (B)(7)(C)
May 15, 2012

CBP UAS Operations
National Air Security Operations
NASOC - Grand Forks

Date:  (B)(7)(E)
In Support Of: CBP- Air and Marine (B)(7)(E) Border Patrol (B)(7)(E)
Sorties: 1  Flight/Float Hours:  (B)(7)(E)

Remarks:
NASOC-GF flew CBP108 for (B)(7)(E) and collected (B)(7)(E) of SAR imagery on ten OPORD targets in support of the Border Patrol.

NASOC-GF collected EO/IR full motion video and SAR imagery for change detection analysis on three suspected marijuana grow sites and adjacent support camps in support of (B)(7)(E).

MCE Instructor Pilot training was conducted for one AIA. Sensor Operator training was conducted for two students. One AIA successfully completed an LRE and MCE APE. LRE proficiency was conducted for one AIA and MCE proficiency was conducted for four AIA's.

Next flight is scheduled for (B)(7)(E)

Prepared by: CBP Air and Marine (B)(6), (B)(7)(C)
May 16, 2012

**CBP UAS Operations**
**National Air Security Operations**
**NASOC - Grand Forks**

**Date:**  
1131111131

**In Support Of:** OTHER  

**Other Agency Name:** TNG

**Sorties:** 1  
**Flight/Float Hours:**

**Remarks:**

NASOC-GF flew CBP108 for and collected SAR imagery on nine OPORD targets in support of the Border Patrol.

NASOC-GF collected EO/IR full motion video and SAR imagery for change detection analysis on three suspected marijuana grow sites and adjacent support camps in support of.

Additionally, NASOC-GF received a request for support from the to provide them with EO/IR full motion video in direct support of an on-going investigation.

MCE Instructor Pilot training was conducted for one AIA. Sensor Operator training was conducted for two students. LRE proficiency was conducted for two AIA and MCE proficiency was conducted for four AIA's.

Next flight is scheduled for

Prepared by: CBP Office of Air and Marine,
May 17, 2012

CBP UAS Operations
National Air Security Operations Center - Corpus Christi
Date: H3IBIOI
In Support Of: South Texas Campaign
Sorties: 1 Flight/Float Hours(B)(7)(E)
Remarks:
CBP213 flew along the in the During transit, searched the for suspicious maritime activity. No vessels detected. Conducted RSTA along in support of the South Texas Campaign (STC) Target deck provided by OIL via the STC command structure. 19 targets completed. While conducting RSTA for the STC responded to a call from McAllen OAM and a call from the RGV JOIC in support of the Suspicious activity (both vehicles and personnel) were observed at the target of interest. TCPED has been requested to produce products for customer.

National Air Security Operations Center - Grand Forks
Date: B^Idll^l
Sorties: 1 Flight/Float Hours(B)(7)(E)
Remarks:
CBP108 flew and collected of SAR imagery on ten OPORD targets in support of LRE PIC training was conducted for one AIA. Sensor Operator training was conducted for two students. LRE proficiency was conducted for one AIA and MCE proficiency was conducted for five AIA's.

Next flight is scheduled for(B)(7)(E)

Prepared by: CBP Office of Air and Marine,(B)(6), (B)(7)(C)

FOUO/LAW ENFORCEMENT SENSITIVE
May 18, 2012

CBP UAS Operations

National Air Security Operations Center - Cocoa Beach

In Support Of: CBP-Border Patrol
Sorties: 1
Flight/Float Hours
Remarks:

National Air Security Operations Center - Grand Forks

In Support Of: TNG
Sorties: 2
Flight/Float Hours:
Remarks:

NASOC-GF flew CBP 108 and CBP 104 for a total of On the first sortie, CBP 108 flew for conducting LRE PIC training for one AIA and landed early in order CBP 104 was then launched for the remainder of the day.

NASOC-GF collected EO/IR full motion video imagery for the purpose of change detection and patterns of life on a suspected Methamphetamine lab in support of LRE PIC training was conducted for one AIA. One student successfully completed a Sensor Operator evaluation. Sensor Operator training was conducted for two students. LRE proficiency was conducted for one AIA.
May 19 - 21, 2012

CBP UAS Operations
National Air Security Operations
National Air Security Operations Center - Cocoa Beach
Date: (B)(7)(E)
In Support Of: CBP-Border Patrol (B)(7)(E)
Sorties: 1  Flight/Float Hours (B)(7)(E)
Remarks: (B)(7)(E) completed an (B)(7)(E) radar patrol in (B)(7)(E)
Completed LOS to K/U hand over training from the MGCS.

Originally scheduled to conduct Patrol in (B)(7)(E) and the (B)(7)(E) however, (B)(7)(E) so mission area was changed to (B)(7)(E)

National Air Security Operations Center - Corpus Christi
Date: (B)(7)(E)
In Support Of: CBP-Border Patrol
Sorties: 1  Flight/Float Hours (B)(7)(E)
Remarks: Today’s consolidated mission for NASOC-CC / CBP-213 was flown along the (B)(7)(E) During transit, searched the (B)(7)(E) for suspicious maritime activity. 3 targets completed during transit to (B)(7)(E) Initial callout from RGV Sector / BIC was to look for border spillover from an ongoing gun battle occurring in (B)(7)(E) Area along the border and surrounding areas where the conflict was believed to be taking place were looked at with nothing of interest found.
Conducted RSTA along (B)(7)(E) in support of the South Texas Campaign (STC) (B)(7)(E) Target deck provided by OII via the STC command structure. 19 targets completed in (B)(7)(E) in RGV area/2 targets completed in (B)(7)(E) target completed during (B)(7)(E)
(B)(7)(E) continued surveillance to the north along the (B)(7)(E) while transiting to an area of interest near (B)(7)(E) During the transit, a raft was spotted just making landfall on the US side of the river at (B)(7)(E) The raft soon left and went back to Mexico. Raft was followed north along the river on the Mexican side of the river, but never returned to the US side. A more detailed report is available upon email request (B)(7)(E) then proceeded to the (B)(7)(E) area.
to record video of a target of interest. Area in the immediate vicinity was surveyed for PED cell processing.

Next NASOC CC, UAS LE flight is scheduled for.

Date: (B)(7)(E)
In Support Of: CBP-Air and Marine, Border Patrol & STC
Sorties: 1 Flight/Float Hours
Remarks:

Today's consolidated mission for NASOC-CC / CBP-213 was flown along the CL in the(B)(7)(E) area. During transit, searched the(B)(7)(E) area for suspicious maritime activity. 3 targets completed during transit to (B)(7)(E).

Conducted RSTA along (B)(7)(E) in the(B)(7)(E) area in support of the South Texas Campaign (STC) in(B)(7)(E). Target deck provided by OIU via the STC command structure. 18 targets completed in (B)(7)(E) in RGV area. 4 other targets were (B)(7)(E).

The(B)(7)(E) location was requested by (B)(6), (B)(7)(C). Any products, please forward to (B)(6), (B)(7)(C).

Surveillance conducted twice at the field at (B)(7)(E). During the second time, a vehicle departed and was followed to a residence in (B)(7)(E) (B)(7)(E) had a couple of callouts from RGV BP with negative results.

Next NASOC CC, UAS LE flight is scheduled for (B)(7)(E).

Note: (B)(7)(E)

National Air Security Operations Center - Grand Forks
Date: (B)(7)(E)
In Support Of: CBP / CBP104
Activity: Seizures: 0, Apprehensions: 0, Arrests: 3
Sorties: 1 Flight/Float Hours
Remarks:

NASOC-GF flew CBP104 for (B)(7)(E) and collected (B)(7)(E) of EO/IR full motion video to establish / confirm patterns of life on a suspected Methamphetamine lab in support of (B)(7)(E). After (B)(7)(E) of surveillance the (B)(7)(E) served an arrest warrant. CBP104 continued to stream full motion video to ground agents via a deployed ROVER unit until all suspects were in custody. The search and later apprehension took ground agents approximately (B)(7)(E). The full motion video provided by CBP104 played an invaluable role in the successful outcome.
of this high risk warrant service.

LRE PIC training was conducted for one AIA. Sensor Operator training was conducted for one student. LRE proficiency was conducted for one AIA and MCE proficiency was conducted for four AIA's.

Next flight is scheduled for (B)(7)(E)

Prepared by: Office of Air and Marine (B)(6), (B)(7)(C)
May 22, 2012

CBP UAS Operations
National Air Security Operations
NASOC - Grand Forks
Date: (B)(7)(E)
In Support Of: BP (B)(7)(E) TRNG (B)(7)(E)
Sorties: 1 Flight/Float Hours (B)(7)(E)
Remarks:
NASOC-GF flew CBP104 for (B)(7)(E) and collected (B)(7)(E) of SAR imagery on six OPORD targets in support of the Border Patrol.
NASOC-GF collected EO/IR full motion video and SAR imagery for change detection analysis on three suspected marijuana grow sites and adjacent support camps in support of (B)(7)(E)
LRE pilot training was conducted for one AIA. Sensor Operator training was conducted for one student. LRE proficiency was conducted for two AIAs and MCE proficiency was conducted for three AIAs.
Next flight is scheduled for (B)(7)(E)

NASOC- Cocoa Beach
Date: (B)(7)(E)
In Support Of: CBP-Border Patrol (B)(7)(E)
Sorties: 1 Flight/Float Hours (B)(7)(E)
Remarks:
(B)(7)(E) completed a scheduled (B)(7)(E) patrol in the (B)(7)(E) working in tandem with NASOC-JAX P3AEW (B)(7)(E) in support of (B)(7)(E)
(B)(7)(E) an ongoing effort to gather intelligence, shape activity in (B)(7)(E) and detect/track/apprehend air and marine targets of opportunity. (B)(7)(E) classified 6 surface radar contacts, none of which were determined suspect. NASOC-CB also completed MGCS training, handover currency, and landing currency. NASOC-CBs next operational flight is scheduled for (B)(7)(E)
May 23, 2012

**CBP UAS Operations**

National Air Security Operations Center - Cocoa Beach

Date: (B)(7)(E)  In Support Of: (B)(7)(E)  Sorties: 1  Flight/Float Hours (B)(7)(E)

**Remarks:**

(B)(7)(E) completed a scheduled (B)(7)(E) marine radar patrol in (B)(7)(E) but was unable to patrol the (B)(7)(E) due to (B)(7)(E) classified 10 surface radar contacts, 1 of which was a possible suspect fishing vessel. The RAIC Ft. Pierce case agent requested photos and position only, as the vessel appeared to be engaged in fishing activity well off shore. NASOC-CB completed successful handover currency with the Mobile GCS, Single Bay Station GCS and Portable GCS in preparation for deployment. Both Rover Video Terminals (RVT) were tested to ensure functionality and RVT training was completed. One RVT (and training) will now be provided to the cutter supporting the Guardian deployment, which is in port at Canaveral this week. AMOSS installation in the NASOC-CB POC has begun. One Sensor Operator APE was completed. One firearms currency qualification was completed.

National Air Security Operations Center - Grand Forks

Date: (B)(7)(E)  In Support Of: OTHER  Sorties: 1  Flight/Float Hours (B)(7)(E)

**Remarks:**

NASOC-GF flew CBP104 for (B)(7)(E) and NASOC-SV flew CBP104 for (B)(7)(E) via federated control.

NASOC-GF collected EO/IR full motion video and SAR imagery for change detection analysis on three suspected marijuana grow sites and adjacent support camps in support of (B)(7)(E).

LRE pilot training was conducted for one AIA. One Sensor Operator student successfully completed a SO check ride. LRE proficiency was conducted for two AIA students and MCE proficiency was conducted for three AIA students.

Prepared by: Office of Air and Marine (B)(6), (B)(7)(C)
May 24, 2012

CBP UAS Operations
National Air Security Operations
National Air Security Operations Center – Corpus Christi

Date: [B](7)(E)
In Support Of: CBP-Air and Marine
Sorties: 0 Flight/Float Hours: [B](7)(E)
Remarks:
Sorties Scheduled: 1
Sorties Flown: 1

Mission: NGP[B](7)(E)/X1
***CONSOLIDATED MISSION // STC SUPPORT***

CALL SIGN: [B](7)(E)
AIRCRAFT: CBP213

Launch Recovery: [B](7)(E)
Flight Hours: [B](7)(E)

Today's consolidated mission for NASOC-CC / CBP-213 was flown along the (B)(7)(E) in the (B)(7)(E)

During transit, searched the (B)(7)(E) for suspicious maritime activity. 4 targets completed during transit to (B)(7)(E)

Conducted RSTA along (B)(7)(E) in the (B)(7)(E) in support of the South Texas Campaign (STC) (B)(7)(E). Target deck provided by OIL via the STC command structure. 6 targets completed.

(B)(7)(E) responded to OBP callout in the area of (B)(7)(E). Estimated results of (B)(7)(E) contraband, 1 vehicle, and 7 turnbacks.

Next NASOC CC, UAS LE flight is scheduled for (B)(7)(E)

Prepared by: Office of Air and Marine [B](6), [B](7)(C)

-FOUO/LAW ENFORCEMENT SENSITIVE-
May 25, 2012

CBP UAS Operations
National Air Security Operations
National Air Security Operations Center - Cocoa Beach

Date: [Redacted]
In Support Of: [Redacted]
Sorties: 1  Flight/Float Hours: [Redacted]
Remarks: [Redacted]

utilized the and completed of a scheduled marine radar patrol in but was unable to patrol the due to cancelling classified 17 surface radar contacts, none of which were determined suspect. returned early to prior to deployment. NASOC-CB completed successful handover and landing currency with the Mobile GCS. AMOSS installation in the NASOC-CB POC is in progress. Deployment pack-up commences tomorrow. NASOC-CB's next operational flight is scheduled for.

Prepared by: Office of Air and Marine [Redacted]
May 31, 2012

CBP UAS Operations
National Air Security Operations
NASOC- Corpus Christi
Date: (B)(7)(E)
In Support Of: CBP-Air and Marine
Sorties: 0  Flight/Float Hours (B)(7)(E)
Remarks:
Sorties Scheduled: 1

Sorties Flown: 0

Mission: NGP (B)(7)(E) X1

***CONSOLIDATED MISSION***  STC Support

Today’s consolidated mission for NASOC-CC / CBP-213 was canceled. The CC UAS system is (B)(7)(E)

NASOC- Sierra Vista
Date: (B)(7)(E)
In Support Of: CBP-Air and Marine/JFC
Sorties: 1  Flight/Float Hours (B)(7)(E)
Remarks:
Mission: FHU (B)(7)(E) AZ1 *** CONSOLIDATED OPERATION*** (B)(7)(E)
CBP216 was scheduled to support the JFC. Day shift mission remained within (B)(7)(E) airspace; SV has single Ku technician on site resulting in DM GCS MCE cancellation. The evening portion of the mission was reduced by (B)(7)(E) to accommodate (B)(7)(E) and KU ground testing on CBP110.

JFC Target Deck:
CBP216 collected imagery on 9 targets from the JFC target deck. For further information on collections, contact the JFC Collection Manager at (B)(6), (B)(7)(C)

Other JFC Targets:
The Joint Field Command-Arizona received a call from Special Agent (B)(6), (B)(7)(C) of the (B)(7)(E) requesting high level air coverage in support of an apprehension operation. The (B)(7)(E) (which consists of (B)(7)(E)
was in search of a (B)(7)(E) who was believed to be residing with his mother in (B)(7)(E). The Task force was conducting an apprehension operation in an effort to locate and apprehend an individual identified as (B)(7)(E) for conspiracy to (B)(7)(E) (B)(7)(E) (B)(7)(E) (B)(7)(E) (B)(7)(E) (B)(7)(E) and (B)(7)(E). The task force leader requested aerial surveillance of the property for pattern of life and any hazards that could pose a danger to task force personnel as they approached the residence.

Due to the violent nature of the subject, the (B)(7)(E) coordinated tactical support with a Tucson Air Branch UH-60 and a two man tactical team arrived on scene and provided the task force with a description of all identified vehicles and hazards within the property to include the movement of vehicles or individuals within the confines of the property. Task force personnel were guided to a vehicle that had departed the property and through an interview of the passengers, it was confirmed that the subject was residing in a building on the property. Agents proceeded to the property with (B)(7)(E) providing aerial surveillance and (B)(7)(E) provided tactical over-watch. Task force personnel made contact with the subject who surrendered without incident. Customs and Border Protection assets departed the scene at approximately (B)(7)(E).

Nogales Station Disrupt agent's requested assistance with a suspected load-up vehicle entering a warehouse near the CBP216 located the vehicle and monitored its activities until ground agents were able to respond. One vehicle was seized and six UDA's apprehended.

The next SV-DM Training & Law-Enforcement Mission is Thursday (B)(7)(E) (B)(7)(E)

Prepared by: Office of Air and Marine, (B)(6), (B)(7)(C) -FOUO/LAW ENFORCEMENT-SENSITIVE-
FOUO/LAW ENFORCEMENT SENSITIVE

U.S. Customs and Border Protection
OFFICE OF AIR & MARINE
Assistant Commissioner's Report

June 1, 2012

CBP UAS Operations
National Air Security Operations
NASOC - Cocoa Beach

Date: (B)(7)(E)
In Support Of: (B)(7)(E)
Remarks:
Advance team and equipment are in place for CBP-113 deployment to (B)(7)(E)
from (B)(7)(E) 8 OAM and 7 contractor personnel deployed.

(B)(7)(E) pre-deployment preparation continued today. (B)(7)(E) C130 successfully
delivered cargo and 2 remaining detachment personnel. Equipment setup has begun.
NASOC-CBs next operational flight (transit to (B)(7)(E) is scheduled for
(B)(7)(E)

NASOC – Corpus Christi

Date: (B)(7)(E)
In Support Of: CBP-Air and Marine
Sorties: 0 Flight/Float Hours (B)(7)(E)
Remarks:
Sorties Scheduled: 1

Sorties Flown: 0

Mission: NGP(B)(7)(E)TX1

***CONSOLIDATED MISSION*** STC Support

Take Off: N/A

Land: N/A

Flight Hours: N/A

Today's consolidated mission for NASOC-CC / CBP-213 was canceled. The CC UAS
The next CC UAS LE mission is scheduled for (B)(7)(E).
CBP UAS Operations
National Air Security Operations
NASOC- Cocoa Beach
Date: [redacted]
In Support Of: [redacted]
Sorties: 1 Flight/Float Hours [redacted]
Remarks:
[redacted] successfully completed its deployment transit to Canaveral Air Station. [redacted] for approximately the next 30 days, with the next operational flight planned for [redacted]

Prepared by: Office of Air and Marine, [redacted]
June 6, 2012

CBP UAS Operations
National Air Security Operations
NASOC - Cocoa Beach
Date: (B)(7)(E)
In Support Of: CBP-Air and Marine (B)(7)(E)
Remarks:
(B)(7)(E) deployed to (B)(7)(E) for (B)(7)(E)
8 OAM & 7 contractors on site DR.

Prepared by: Office of Air and Marine (B)(6), (B)(7)(C)
June 7, 2012

CBP UAS Operations
National Air Security Operations Center, Cocoa Beach

Date: (B)(7)(E)
In Support Of: CBP (B)(7)(E)
Sorties: 1 Flight/Float Hours (B)(7)(E)

Remarks:

NASOC-CB personnel and Guardian (B)(7)(E) are deployed to (B)(7)(E) for approximately (B)(7)(E) completed an (B)(7)(E) maritime radar patrol in the (B)(7)(E) No suspect vessels were observed. The next operational flight is scheduled for (B)(7)(E)

NASOC – Corpus Christi UAS Daily SAR 6 June 2012

Date: (B)(7)(E)
In Support Of: CBP-Border Patrol
Sorties: 1 Flight/Float Hours (B)(7)(E)

Sorties Scheduled: 1

Sorties Flown: 1

Mission: NGP (B)(7)(E)

***CONSOLIDATED MISSION*** (B)(7)(E)

Take Off (B)(7)(E)

Land (B)(7)(E)

Flight Hours (B)(7)(E)

Conducted RSTA along (B)(7)(E) in support of the South Texas Campaign (STC) (B)(7)(E) in the (B)(7)(E) (B)(7)(E) prevented (B)(7)(E) from transiting to its primary mission location (B)(7)(E) nd (B)(7)(E) was able to cover three items on the STC (B)(7)(E) target deck (B)(7)(E) before (B)(7)(E) the target areas from (B)(7)(E) to the southeast (B)(7)(E)

After approximately a (B)(7)(E) was able to continue its transit to the (B)(7)(E) and conduct RSTA along (B)(7)(E) in support
of STC (B)(7)(E) between target points. Due to (B)(7)(E) in the (B)(7)(E), was unable to return to the (B)(7)(E) and continue collecting against the STC (B)(7)(E) target deck. (B)(7)(E) conducted RSTA in the (B)(7)(E) until RTB (B)(7)(E) and transit time through the (B)(7)(E) too (B)(7)(E) and back. (B)(7)(E)

Next NASOC-CC, UAS LE mission is scheduled for (B)(7)(E)

Prepared by: Office of Air and Marine (B)(6), (B)(7)(C)
June 8, 2012

CBP UAS Operations
National Air Security Operations
National Air Security Operations Center - Cocoa Beach

Date: (B)(7)(E)
In Support Of: (B)(7)(E)
Sorties: 1 Flight/Float Hours

Remarks:
NASOC-CB personnel and Guardian (B)(7)(E) are deployed to (B)(7)(E) for approximately (B)(7)(E) completed a (B)(7)(E) maritime radar patrol in the (B)(7)(E) including an extensive pattern search in an area requested by (B)(7)(E). No suspect vessels were observed. The next operational flight is scheduled for (B)(7)(E)

Prepared by: Office of Air and Marine (B)(6), (B)(7)(C)

-FOUO/LAW ENFORCEMENT SENSITIVE-
June 9-11, 2012

CBP UAS Operations
National Air Security Operations
National Air Security Operations Center - Cocoa Beach
Date: (B)(7)(E)
In Support Of: [Blank]
Sorties: 1
Flight/Float Hours (B)(7)(E)
(B)(7)(E) completed a (B)(7)(E) maritime radar patrol in the (B)(7)(E) No
suspect vessels were observed. The next operational flight is scheduled for (B)(7)(E)

National Air Security Operations Center - Corpus Christi
Date: (B)(7)(E)
In Support Of: STC
Sorties: 1
Flight/Float Hours (B)(7)(E)
Conducted RSTA along the (B)(7)(E) for suspicious maritime
activity. CBP213 returned early from its mission due to (B)(7)(E)
next NASOC-CC, UAS LE mission is scheduled for (B)(7)(E)

Date: (B)(7)(E)
In Support Of: STC
Sorties: 1
Flight/Float Hours (B)(7)(E)
Conducted RSTA along the (B)(7)(E) or suspicious maritime
activity to and from STC tasking area. CBP213 conducted surveillance on primary
target. Next NASOC-CC, UAS LE mission is scheduled for (B)(7)(E)

Date: (B)(7)(E)
In Support Of: STC
Sorties: 1
Flight/Float Hours (B)(7)(E)
Conducted RSTA along the (B)(7)(E) for suspicious maritime
activity to and from STC tasking area. CBP213 conducted surveillance on all 34 targets
within the current target deck. Next NASOC-CC, UAS LE mission is scheduled for

Prepared by: Office of Air and Marine (B)(6), (B)(7)(C)

-U.S. Customs and Border Protection
 OFFICE OF AIR & MARINE
 Assistant Commissioner's Report
June 12, 2012

CBP UAS Operations
National Air Security Operations
NASOC- Cocoa Beach

Date: (B)(7)(E)  
In Support Of: (B)(7)(E)  
Sorties: 0  Flight/Float Hours: (B)(7)(E)  
Remarks:  
Mission in progress.

Prepared by: Office of Air and Marine (B)(6), (B)(7)(C)  

-FOUO/LAW ENFORCEMENT SENSITIVE-
June 13, 2012

CBP UAS Operations
National Air Security Operations
NASOC - Grand Forks
Date: (B)(7)(E)
In Support Of: BP(B)(7)(E) TRNG(B)(7)(E)
Sorties: 1 Flight/Float Hours(B)(7)(E)
Remarks:
NASOC-GF flew CBP104 for (B)(7)(E) and collected (B)(7)(E) of SAR imagery on 12 OPORD targets in support of the Border Patrol.

NASOC-GF flew CBP 104 for (B)(7)(E) collecting EO/IR full motion video and (B)(7)(E) of SAR imagery for change detection analysis on three suspected marijuana grow sites and adjacent support camp in support of.

LRE PIC training was conducted for one AIA. LRE proficiency was conducted for two AIA's. MCE proficiency was conducted for four AIA's.

Next flight is scheduled for (B)(7)(E)

NASOC - Cocoa Beach
Date: (B)(7)(E)
In Support Of: (B)(7)(E)
Sorties: 0 Flight/Float Hours(B)(7)(E)
Remarks:
Mission in progress.

Prepared by: Office of Air and Marine (B)(6), (B)(7)(C)
June 14, 2012

CBP UAS Operations
NASOC - Cocoa Beach
Date: [REDACTED]
In Support Of: [REDACTED]
Sorties: 1 Flight/Float Hours
Remarks:
[B](7)(E) completed [B](7)(E) of maritime radar patrol in the [B](7)(E)
The next operational flight is scheduled for [B](7)(E)

NASOC - Grand Forks
Date: [REDACTED]
In Support Of: BP [B](7)(E) TNG [B](7)(E)
Sorties: 1 Flight/Float Hours [B](7)(E)
Remarks:
NASOC-GF flew CBP104 for [B](7)(E) and collected [B](7)(E) of SAR imagery on 15 OPORD targets in support of the Border Patrol.

NASOC-GF flew CBP 104 for [B](7)(E) collecting EO/IR full motion video and [B](7)(E) of SAR imagery for change detection analysis on three suspected marijuana grow sites and adjacent support camp in support of [REDACTED]

LRE PIC training was conducted for one AIA. LRE proficiency was conducted for one AIA. MCE proficiency was conducted for five AIA's.

Next flight is scheduled for [B](7)(E)

Prepared by: Office of Air and Marine [B](6), [B](7)(C)
June 15, 2012

CBP UAS Operations
National Air Security Operations
National Air Security Operations Center - Cocoa Beach

Date: (B)(7)(E)
In Support Of: (B)(7)(E)
Sorties: 1 Flight/Float Hours (B)(7)(E)
(B)(7)(E) completed a maritime radar patrol in the (B)(7)(E) and (B)(7)(E). No suspect vessels were observed. The next operational flight is scheduled for (B)(7)(E).

National Air Security Operations Center - Corpus Christi

Date: (B)(7)(E)
In Support Of: STC
Sorties: 1 Flight/Float Hours (B)(7)(E)
Activity: Seizures: 0 Apprehensions: 6 Arrests: 0

CBP213 was flown along the (B)(7)(E) in the (B)(7)(E) Conducted RSTA along the (B)(7)(E) and (B)(7)(E) in support of OIIIL Target Deck. Completed 23 of 23 targets on the OIIIL Target Deck.

Responded to three call outs in support of (B)(7)(E). The results were negative for the first two call outs. The third call out was for assistance in finding two rafts near the (B)(7)(E) located a raft with nine persons on board and notified the BP agents. Six individuals departed the raft and headed to a house on the corner of (B)(7)(E) Directed the BP agent to the residence, where six people were taken into custody. A second raft made land fall near the (B)(7)(E) Later, two rafts departed the US and returned to Mexico with three individuals. Located a third vessel, approximately (B)(7)(E) and notified the BP agents. The boat returned to Mexico and the group on board remained near the river's edge. At (B)(7)(E) the boat made a second run to the US and made land fall. The boat spent approximately 13 minutes on US soil before returning to Mexico. The position of the land fall was relayed to the BP agents. Results pending.

Next NASOC-CC, UAS LE mission is scheduled for (B)(7)(E)

Prepared by: Office of Air and Marine (B)(6); (B)(7)(C)
June 16-18, 2012

CBP UAS Operations
National Air Security Operations
NASOC - Cocoa Beach

Date: [B](7)(E)
In Support Of: [B](7)(E)
Sorties: 1 Flight/Float Hours [B](7)(E)
Remarks: [B](7)(E) completed maritime radar patrol in the [E](B)(7)(E) and [B](7)(E)

Date: [B](7)(E)
In Support Of: [B](7)(E)
Sorties: 0 Flight/Float Hours
Remarks: [B](7)(E) canceled a maritime radar patrol in the [B](7)(E) and [B](7)(E)

NASOC - Grand Forks

Date: [B](7)(E)
In Support Of: BP [B](7)(E)
Sorties: 1 Flight/Float Hours [B](7)(E)
Remarks: NASOC-GF flew CBP108 for [B](7)(E) CBP108 collected [B](7)(E) of SAR imagery on 13 OPORD targets in support of the Border Patrol.

CBP108 collected EO/IR full motion video and [B](7)(E) of SAR imagery for change detection analysis on three suspected marijuana grow sites and adjacent support camp in support of [B](7)(E)

LRE PIC training was conducted for one AIA. LRE proficiency was conducted for one AIA. MCE proficiency was conducted for five AIA's.

Prepared by: CBP Air and Marine, [B](6), [B](7)(C)
June 19, 2012

CBP UAS Operations
National Air Security Operations
NASOC: Cocoa Beach

Date: (B)(7)(E)
In Support Of: (B)(7)(E)
Sorties: 1 Flight/Float Hours (B)(7)(E)

Remarks:
(B)(7)(E) completed a scheduled radar patrol in the (B)(7)(E)
(B)(7)(E) worked in tandem with NASOC-JAX P3AEW for (B)(7)(E) No suspect vessel profiles were detected. Originally scheduled takeoff time delayed approximately (B)(7)(E) The next operational flight is scheduled for (B)(7)(E)

Prepared by: CBP Air and Marine (B)(6), (B)(7)(C)
June 22, 2012

CBP UAS Operations
National Air Security Operations
NASOC - Grand Forks
Date: (B)(7)(E)
In Support Of: CBP-Air and Marine & Border Patrol, (B)(7)(E)
Sorties: 1 Flight/Float Hours (B)(7)(E)
Remarks:
NASOC-GF flew CBP104 for (B)(7)(E) and collected (B)(7)(E) of SAR imagery on ten OPORD targets in support of the Border Patrol.

NASOC-GF collected EO/IR full motion video and SAR imagery for change detection analysis on three suspected marijuana grow sites and adjacent support camps in support of (B)(7)(E)

LRE training was conducted for one AIA.

Next flight is scheduled for (B)(7)(E)

NASOC - Cocoa Beach
Date: (B)(7)(E)
In Support Of: (B)(7)(E)
Sorties: 0 Flight/Float Hours (B)(7)(E)
Remarks:
(B)(7)(E) deployed to (B)(7)(E) 8 OAM CBP & 7 contractors on site DR.

Prepared by: Office of Air and Marine (B)(6), (B)(7)(C)
June 23-25, 2012

CBP UAS Operations
National Air Security Operations
NASOC - Grand Forks

Date: (B)(7)(E)
In Support Of: CBP-Border Patrol
Sorties: 1  Flight/Float Hours (B)(7)(E)
Remarks:
NASOC-GF flew CBP104 for (B)(7)(E) and collected (B)(7)(E) of SAR imagery on 15 OPORD targets in support of the Border Patrol.
In Support Of: (B)(7)(E)
Sorties: 1  Flight/Float Hours (B)(7)(E)
Remarks:
NASOC-GF collected EO/IR full motion video and SAR imagery for change detection analysis on three suspected marijuana grow sites and adjacent support camps in support of (B)(7)(E)

National Air Security Operations Center, Cocoa Beach

Date: (B)(7)(E)
In Support Of: (B)(7)(E) (B)(7)(E) (B)(7)(E)
Sorties: 1  Flight/Float Hours (B)(7)(E)
Remarks:
Sorties Scheduled: 1
Sorties Flown: 1
Total Flight Hrs: (B)(7)(E)

(B)(7)(E) flew a (B)(7)(E) radar patrol in (B)(7)(E) with AEW radar coverage. One Go Fast TOI handed over from (B)(7)(E) C-130 at (B)(7)(E) and tracked until a participating (B)(7)(E) Cutter and it's launched OTH vessel were vectored by (B)(7)(E) to the TOI. After a short chase, the OTH vessel came alongside the TOI at (B)(7)(E) and apprehended 3 Columbian nationals on board. Preliminary reports indicate (B)(7)(E)
Sorties Scheduled: 1
Sorties Flown: 1
Total Flight Hrs: (B)(7)(E)

(B)(7)(E) flew a (B)(7)(E) radar patrol in the (B)(7)(E) with AEW radar coverage. No suspect vessels observed. Aircraft recovered early (B)(7)(E).

The next operational flight is scheduled for (B)(7)(E).

Prepared by: Office of Air and Marine (B)(6), (B)(7)(C)

--FOUR/LAW-ENFORCEMENT-SENSITIVE--
June 26, 2012

CBP UAS Operations
National Air Security Operations
NASOC - Grand Forks

Date: June 26, 2012

In Support Of: CBP-Border Patrol

Sorties: 1

Remarks:
LRE Training was conducted for one AIA.

NASOC-GF flew CBP104 collecting EO/IR full motion video and SAR imagery for change detection analysis on suspected marijuana grow site and adjacent support camp in support of CBP-Border Patrol.

NASOC-GF flew CBP104 in support of the Border Patrol providing EO/IR imagery and SAR imagery on one OPORD target.

CBP104 returned early for the next flight.

Prepared by: Office of Air and Marine
CBP UAS Operations
National Air Security Operations
NASOC- Cocoa Beach

Date: (B)(7)(E)
In Support Of: (B)(7)(E)
Sorties: 0  Flight/Float Hours: (B)(7)(E)
Remarks:
(B)(7)(E) flew a (B)(7)(E) radar patrol in the (B)(7)(E) No suspect vessels observed.

Date: (B)(7)(E)
In Support Of: (B)(7)(E)
Sorties: 1  Flight/Float Hours: (B)(7)(E)
Remarks:
(B)(7)(E) flew a (B)(7)(E) radar patrol in the (B)(7)(E) landed early due to (B)(7)(E) No suspect vessels observed.

The next operational flight is scheduled for (B)(7)(E)
June 28, 2012

**CBP UAS Operations**
National Air Security Operations
NASOC - Cocoa Beach

Date: (B)(7)(E)
In Support Of: (B)(7)(E)
Sorties Scheduled: 1
Sorties Flown: 1
Total Flight Hrs: (B)(7)(E)

(B)(7)(E) flew a (B)(7)(E) radar patrol in the (B)(7)(E) and surrounding airspace. No suspect vessels observed.

The next operational flight is scheduled for (B)(7)(E)

Prepared by: CBP Air and Marine (B)(6), (B)(7)(C)

-FOUO/LAW-ENFORCEMENT-SENSITIVE-
June 29, 2012

**CBP UAS Operations**

**National Air Security Operations**

**NASOC - Cocoa Beach**

Date: [redacted]

In Support Of: [redacted]

Sorties: 1 Flight/Float Hours [redacted]

Remarks:

[B]{redacted} radar patrol in the [B]{redacted} due to [B]{redacted} for local control. Under local control, [B]{redacted} supported an active case, providing FMV coverage of a [B]{redacted} maritime stop following a controlled delivery. Details pending.

**NASOC - Corpus Christi**

Date: [redacted]

In Support Of: CBP-Border Patrol [redacted]

Sorties: 1 Flight/Float Hours [redacted]

Remarks:

NASOC Corpus Christi in support of [redacted] in the [B]{redacted}

Scanned coastline enroute to [B]{redacted}. Activity observed at target [B]{redacted} vehicles identified and 3 people departed in a boat. Ground units were contacted to intercept.

Conducted surveillance on multiple targets from target deck. Observed activity in the [B]{redacted}. A small boat made multiple trips loading bundles from a vehicle on MX side of river and transporting up river. The boat stopped several times on an island at [B]{redacted} and then continued to an offload point at [B]{redacted} on the Mexican side. Two separate truck loads were transported and the bundles stashed at separate locations in Mexico. [B]{redacted} contacted LU.

Returned to the [B]{redacted} and observed a raft crossing at [B]{redacted}. Observed bundles being staged for pick-up. Within [B]{redacted} a Chevy Impala arrived and was loaded. Ground agents intercepted before the vehicle departed.
Suspects fled back across the river and vehicle and narcotics reported in custody.

The next NASOC-CC UAS flight to provide support for BSOC \( (B\)(7)(E) \) is scheduled for \( (B\)(7)(E) \).

Prepared by: CBP Office of Air and Marine, \( (B\)(6), (B\)(7)(C) \)

---

FOUO/LAW ENFORCEMENT SENSITIVE
June 30 – July 02, 2012

CBP UAS Operations
National Air Security Operations
NASOC - Corpus Christi

Date: [B](7)(E)
In Support Of: STC
Sorties: 1 Flight/Float Hours [B](7)(E)
Remarks: Scanned coastline en route to no activity observed at target
(B)(7)(E) Due to conducted training for the remainder of the flight. Landed early due
(B)(7)(E) No activity observed at target
The next scheduled NASOC-CC UAS flight is to provide support for STC on

Date: [B](7)(E)
In Support Of: OBP, STC, OAM
Sorties: 1 Flight/Float Hours [B](7)(E)
Remarks: Mission: Scanned coastline en route to no activity observed at target
(B)(7)(E) Conducted surveillance on multiple targets along border from OII target deck. No activity noted.
Received call out to area for reported narcotics/mules near
(B)(7)(E) Agents reported cash, cocaine and 1 subject in custody. No activity noted in area.
Due to line between positioned on NE side of and conducted surveillance along
(B)(7)(E) Conducted pilot proficiency landings upon return.
The next scheduled NASOC-CC UAS flight is to provide support for STC on

Prepared by: Office of Air and Marine [B](6), [B](7)(C)
July 4 - 5, 2012

CBP UAS Operations
National Air Security Operations
NASOC- Cocoa Beach
Date: (B)(7)(E)
In Support Of: (B)(7)(E)
Remarks: CBP113 scheduled radar patrol was cancelled. The next operational flight is scheduled for (B)(7)(E).

Date: (B)(7)(E)
In Support Of: OAM
Sorties: 1 Flight/Float Hours
Remarks: CBP113 flew a radar patrol in the NASOC-Jax P-3 AEW support. No targets of interest detected.

Power and internet connectivity has been restored at NASOC-CB.

Date: (B)(7)(E) UPDATE
In Support Of: OAM
Sorties: 1 Flight/Float Hours
Remarks: CBP113 flew a radar patrol in the NASOC-JAX P-3 AEW support. During tonight’s mission NASOC-CB was involved in the location and apprehension of a maritime transfer of suspected narcotics in the country team reported the seizure of cocaine and arrested two Dominican national suspects.

Prepared by: Office of Air and Marine (B)(6), (B)(7)(C)
July 6, 2012

**CBP UAS Operations**

**National Air Security Operations**

**NASOC - Cocoa Beach**

*Date:*  

*Flight/Float Hours:*  

*Remarks:*  

**NASOC - Corpus Christi**

*Date:*  

*Flight/Float Hours:*  

*Remarks:*  

**NASOC - Grand Forks**

*Date:*  

*Flight/Float Hours:*  

*Remarks:*  

---

**FOUO/LAW ENFORCEMENT SENSITIVE**
NASOC-GF collected EO/IR full motion video and SAR imagery for change detection analysis on three suspected marijuana grow sites and adjacent support camps in support of Air and Marine Border Patrol. LRE training was conducted for one AIA. Next flight is scheduled for

Prepared by: Office of Air and Marine,
July 7 – 9, 2012

CBP UAS Operations
National Air Security Operations Center - Cocoa Beach

Date: (B)(7)(E)
In Support Of: (B)(7)(E)
Sorties: 1  Flight/Float Hours (B)(7)(E)
Remarks:
(B)(7)(E) was scheduled for a (B)(7)(E) radar patrol in the (B)(7)(E) with NASOC-Jax P-3 AEW support. (B)(7)(E) delayed launch and required early return. No suspect vessels were identified. The next operational flight is scheduled for (B)(7)(E)

Prepared by: Office of Air and Marine (B)(6), (B)(7)(C)
U.S. Customs and Border Protection
OFFICE OF AIR & MARINE
Assistant Commissioner's Report

July 11, 2012

CBP UAS Operations
National Air Security Operations
National Air Security Operations Center - Cocoa Beach

Date: (B)(7)(E)
In Support Of: (B)(7)(E)
Sorties: 1 Flight/Float Hours (B)(7)(E)
Remarks:
(B)(7)(E) was scheduled for and completed a (B)(7)(E) radar patrol in the (B)(7)(E)
(B)(7)(E) and (B)(7)(E) with NASOC-Jax P-3 AEW support. No suspect vessels
were identified. 16 vessels were classified. The next operational flight is scheduled for
(B)(7)(E)

Prepared by: Office of Air and Marine (B)(6), (B)(7)(C)

-FOUO/LAW ENFORCEMENT SENSITIVE-
July 12, 2012

**CBP UAS Operations**

**National Air Security Operations**

**National Air Security Operations Center - Cocoa Beach**

Date: **(B)(7)(E)**

In Support Of: **(B)(7)(E)**

Sorties: 1  Flight/Float Hours: **(B)(7)(E)**

Remarks:

(B)(7)(E) was scheduled for and completed a radar patrol in the with NASOC-Jacksonville P-3 AEW support. No suspect vessels were identified. The next operational flight is scheduled for **(B)(7)(E)**

**National Air Security Operations Center - Grand Forks**

Date: **(B)(7)(E)**

In Support Of: CBP-Border Patrol

Sorties: 1  Flight/Float Hours: **(B)(7)(E)**

Remarks:

NASOC-GF flew CBP 104 in support of the Border Patrol providing SAR and EO/IR imagery on 9 OPORD targets.

(B)(7)(E) of LRE training was conducted for one AIA.

NASOC-GF flew CBP104 collecting EO/IR full motion video and SAR imagery for change detection analysis on suspected marijuana grow sites and adjacent support camp in support of **(B)(7)(E)**

Prepared by: Office of Air and Marine **(B)(6), (B)(7)(C)
July 13, 2012

CBP UAS Operations
National Air Security Operations
National Air Security Operations Center - Cocoa Beach

Date: (B)(7)(E)

In Support Of: (B)(7)(E)

Sorties: 1 Flight/Float Hours

Remarks:

(B)(7)(E) was scheduled for a (B)(7)(E) radar patrol in and south of the (B)(7)(E) with NASOC-Jacksonville P-3 AEW support. Prior to flight, the (B)(7)(E) LRE site hosted a visit by S1, C1, and the DHS Asst. Secretary for International Affairs, resulting in a slight takeoff delay. No suspect vessels were identified during the patrol.

The next operational flight is scheduled for (B)(7)(E)

Prepared by: Office of Air and Marine, (B)(6), (B)(7)(C)

-FOUO/LAW ENFORCEMENT-SENSITIVE-
July 14-16, 2012

CBP UAS Operations
National Air Security Operations
National Air Security Operations Center - Cocoa Beach
Date: (B)(7)(E)
In Support Of: (B)(7)(E)
Sorties: 1 Flight/Float Hours (B)(7)(E)
Remarks: (B)(7)(E) was scheduled for a (B)(7)(E) radar patrol in and south of the (B)(7)(E) with NASOC-Jax P-3 AEW support. Prior to flight, the (B)(7)(E) RE site hosted a visit by S1, C1, and the DHS Asst. Sec for Intl. Affairs, resulting in a slight takeoff delay. No suspect vessels were identified during the patrol.

Date: (B)(7)(E)
Sorties Scheduled: 1 Sorties: 1 Flight Hrs: In Progress (B)(7)(E) prevented (B)(7)(E) scheduled return from its deployment. (B)(7)(E) is currently en route back to the (B)(7)(E). (B)(7)(E) After landing (estimated at (B)(7)(E) this report will be updated with flight hours. The next scheduled flight will be a reattempted return from deployment on (B)(7)(E)

Date: (B)(7)(E)
In Support Of: (B)(7)(E)
Sorties: 1 Flight/Float Hours (B)(7)(E)
Remarks: (B)(7)(E) was scheduled for a (B)(7)(E) radar patrol in and south of the (B)(7)(E) with NASOC-Jax P-3 AEW support. (B)(7)(E) located a suspicious DIW fishing vessel (B)(7)(E) and passed its location to (B)(7)(E). (B)(7)(E) then requested (B)(7)(E) search for a go-fast vessel (B)(7)(E) The search request was based on old intelligence and yielded no suspect targets. No additional suspect vessels were observed during the patrol. The next scheduled flight is (B)(7)(E) return from deployment to Canaveral Air Station on (B)(7)(E)

National Air Security Operations Center - Grand Forks
Date: (B)(7)(E)
In Support Of: Air and Marine (B)(7)(E) and Border Patrol (B)(7)(E)
Sorties: 1 Flight/Float Hours (B)(7)(E)
Remarks:
NASOC-GF flew CBP104 for (B)(7)(E) and collected (B)(7)(E) of SAR imagery on 12 OPORD targets in support of the Border Patrol. NASOC-GF responded to dynamic tasking from the (B)(7)(E) (B)(7)(E) to search for a fleeing felon suspect. NASOC-GF collected EO/IR full motion video on three suspected marijuana grow sites and adjacent support camps in support of (B)(7)(E). MQ-9 initial ground school was completed for twelve students. Next flight is scheduled for (B)(7)(E).

Prepared by: CBP Office of Air and Marine, (B)(6), (B)(7)(C)

-FOUO/LAW ENFORCEMENT SENSITIVE-
FOUO/LAW ENFORCEMENT SENSITIVE

U.S. Customs and Border Protection
OFFICE OF AIR & MARINE
Assistant Commissioner's Report

July 18, 2012

CBP UAS Operations
National Air Security Operations
National Air Security Operations Center - Grand Forks

Date: (B)(7)(E)
In Support Of: OBP\(\text{redacted}\)
Sorties: 2 Flight/Float Hours (B)(7)(E)
Remarks:
Total Sorties: 2
Received Hand-off: (B)(7)(E)
Transferred Hand-off:
Total Flight Hours:
Total Federated Hours:

NASOC-GF conducted federated operations with NASOC-SV flying CBP 125 for (B)(7)(E)
(B)(7)(E) collecting (B)(7)(E) of SAR imagery on eleven OPORD targets in support of the
Border Patrol.

NASOC-GF collected EO/IR full motion video and SAR imagery for change detection
analysis on three suspected marijuana grow sites and adjacent support camps in
(B)(7)(E) support of (B)(7)(E).

Additionally, NASOC-GF responded to a request for support from the (B)(7)(E) Sheriff's Office requesting EO/IR coverage for an ongoing investigation.

MQ-9 procedures training was conducted for four students.

Next flight is scheduled for (B)(7)(E).

Prepared by: Office of Air and Marine (B)(6), (B)(7)(C)

-FOUO/LAW ENFORCEMENT SENSITIVE-
July 19, 2012

CBP UAS Operations
National Air Security Operations
NASOC - Grand Forks

Date: (B)(7)(E)
In Support Of: (B)(7)(E)
Sorties: 1 Flight/Float Hours (B)(7)(E)
Remarks:
NASOC-GF flew CBP104 for (B)(7)(E) and collected (B)(7)(E) of SAR imagery on 11 OPORD targets in support of the Border Patrol.

NASOC-GF collected EO/IR full motion video and (B)(7)(E) of SAR imagery for change detection analysis on three suspected marijuana grow sites and adjacent support camps in support of (B)(7)(E).

NASOC-GF collected EO/IR full motion video in support of an ongoing investigation with the (B)(7)(E), (B)(7)(E) Sheriff’s Office.

LRE IP training was conducted for one AIA. LRE PIC training was conducted for one AIA. LRE proficiency was accomplished for three pilots and MCE proficiency was accomplished for four pilots. MQ-9 procedures training was conducted for four students.

Next flight is scheduled for (B)(7)(E).

Prepared by: Office of Air and Marine (B)(6), (B)(7)(C)

F OUO/LAW ENFORCEMENT SENSITIVE
July 21 – 23, 2012

**CBP UAS Operations**

**National Air Security Operations**

**NASOC - Grand Forks**

Date: (B)(7)(E)

In Support Of: CBP-Air and Marine

Sorties: 1   Flight/Float Hours: (B)(7)(E)

Remarks:

LRE PIC training was conducted for one AIA. LRE IP training was conducted for one AIA. LRE proficiency was accomplished for two pilots and MCE proficiency was accomplished for four AIA’s.

MQ-9 procedure training was conducted for four students.

In Support Of: CBP-Border Patrol

Remarks:

CBP104 collected (B)(7)(E) SAR imagery on 10 OPORD targets in support of the Border Patrol.

In Support Of: (B)(7)(E), (B)(7)(D) Sheriff’s Department

Remarks:

CBP 104 provided EO/IR support to (B)(7)(E), (B)(7)(D) Sheriff’s Department in a search for a missing person who is thought to be suicidal.

Prepared by: Office of Air and Marine (B)(6), (B)(7)(C)
July 25, 2012

CBP UAS Operations
National Air Security Operations
NASOC - Grand Forks

Date: (B)(7)(E)
In Support Of: OBP (B)(7)(E) TRNG (B)(7)(E)
Sorties: 1 Flight/Float Hours (B)(7)(E)
Remarks:
NASOC-GF flew CBP104 (B)(7)(E) and collected (B)(7)(E) of SAR imagery on four OPORD targets in support of the Border Patrol.
LRE PIC training was conducted for one AIA. LRE proficiency was accomplished for three pilots and MCE proficiency was accomplished for four pilots. MQ-9 procedures training was conducted for two students.
NASOC-GF collected EO/IR full motion video and SAR imagery for change detection analysis on three suspected marijuana grow sites and adjacent support camps in support of (B)(7)(E).
Next flight is scheduled for (B)(7)(E).

Prepared by: OAM, (B)(6), (B)(7)(C)

-FOUO/LAW ENFORCEMENT-SENSITIVE-